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Abstract
We study the problem of data integration from sources that contain prob-
abilistic uncertain information. Data is modeled by possible-worlds with
probability distribution, compactly represented in the probabilistic relation
model. Integration is achieved efficiently using the extended probabilistic
relation model. We study the problem of determining the probability dis-
tribution of the integration result. It has been shown that, in general, only
probability ranges can be determined for the result of integration. In this
paper we concentrate on a subclass of extended probabilistic relations, those
that are obtainable through integration. We show that under intuitive and
reasonable assumptions we can determine the exact probability distribution
of the result of integration.
1 Introduction
Information integration and modeling and management of uncertain information
have been active research areas for decades, with both areas receiving significant
renewed interest in recent years [3, 4, 8, 10, 18, 20]. The importance of infor-
mation integration with uncertainty, on the other hand, has been realized more
recently [14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31]. It has been observed
that [20] “While in traditional database management managing uncertainty and
lineage seems like a nice feature, in data integration it becomes a necessity.”
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The widely accepted conceptual model for uncertain data is the possible-
worlds model [1]. For practical applications, a representation of choice is the
probabilistic relation model [11, 12], which provides a compact and efficient rep-
resentation for uncertain data. We have shown that integration of uncertain data
represented in the probabilistic relation model can be achieved efficiently using
the extended probabilistic relation model [7].
In this paper we concentrate on the integration of probabilistic uncertain data.
We study the problem of determining the probability distribution of the integration
result. A recent work has shown how to obtain probability ranges for the result
of integration [28]. We study this problem in two frameworks: The probabilistic
possible-worlds model, and the probabilistic relation model. We show that, un-
der intuitive and reasonable assumptions, we can determine the exact probability
distribution of integration in either of the frameworks. Further, we show that the
two approaches are equivalent while the probabilistic relation approach provides
a significantly more efficient method in practice.
We make the following contributions
• We review the integration problem in the probabilistic possible-worlds model,
and show why, in the general case, it is only possible to determine probabil-
ity ranges for the integration result.
• We add an intuitive an realistic assumption regarding the probabilistic cor-
relation of the inputs, and show that under this assumption exact probability
distribution can be obtained for the integration result.
• We concentrate on the integration problem in the probabilistic relation frame-
work. We show that adding an intuitive and realistic assumption in this
framework makes it possible to determine exact probability distribution for
the integration.
• We show that the two approaches are equivalent in the following sense.
First, the assumptions in the two frameworks, although different in ap-
pearence, are indeed equivalent. Second, given the same inputs, the proba-
bility distributions obtained in the two approaches are the same. This equiv-
alence is a strong justification of the robustness of our approaches.
This paper is organized as follows: We summarize some of the important con-
cepts and results from [7, 28] in Section 2, and discuss the problem of integrating
probabilistic data in Section 3. Integrated Extended Probabilistic Relations are
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introduced in Section 4. We study their properties, and present algorithms for de-
termining if an epr-relation is the result of data integration. Section 5 is devoted
to the discussion of computing probability distribution for the result of an integra-
tion. We present two approaches, and show they are equivalent. This is a further
justification of our probability computation solutions. Conclusions are presented
in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
Foundations of uncertain information integration were discussed in the seminal
work of Agrawal et al [2]. They discuss the fundamental concept of containment
for uncertain databases, and introduce alternative formulations for equality and
superset containment. Equality containment integration is more restrictive and
applies to cases where each information source has access only to a portion of an
uncertain database that is existing but unknown. Superset containment integration
is applicable in settings where we have uncertain data about the real world from
multiple sources and wish to integrate the data to obtain the real world. The goal
of integration is to obtain the best possible uncertain database that contains all the
information implied by sources, and nothing more. An alternative formulation to
superset-containment-based integration was presented in [28]. These approaches
are based on the well-known possible-worlds model of uncertain information [1].
The possible-worlds model is widely accepted as the conceptual model for uncer-
tain information, and is used as the theoretical basis for operations and algorithms
on uncertain data. But it is not, in general, a suitable representation for the im-
plementation of uncertain information systems due to lack of efficiency. Instead,
compact representations, such as the probabilistic relation model [11, 12], are
more appropriate for the implementation. The problem of integration of informa-
tion represented by probabilistic relations has been studied in [7], which presents
efficient algorithms for the integration. In this section, we will review some of the
observations and results from these works.
Let us begin with the following definition of uncertain database from [2].
Definition 1 An uncertain database U consists of a finite set of tuples T (U) and
a nonempty set of possible worlds PW (U) = {D1, . . . , Dn}, where each Di ⊆
T (U) is a certain database.
This definition adds tuple-set T (U) to the possible-worlds model. In fact,
there may be tuples in the tuple set that do not appear in any possible world of
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the uncertain database U . If T (U) is not provided explicitly, then we use the set
of all tuples in the possible worlds as the tuple set, i.e., T (U) = D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dn.
It is interesting to notice that this model exhibits both closed-world and open-
world properties: If a tuple t ∈ T (U) does not appear in a possible world Di,
then it is assumed to be false for Di (hence, closed-world assumption). In other
words, Di explicitly rules out t. The justification is that the source providing the
uncertain information represented by U is aware of (the information represented
by) all t ∈ T (U). If some t ∈ T (U) is absent from Di, then the source explicitly
rules out t from Di. On the other hand, a tuple t 6∈ T (U) is assumed possible for
possible-worlds Di (hence, open-world assumption). This distinction is important
for integration: Consider integrating Di from one source with a possible-world
D′j from another source. Let a tuple t ∈ D′j where t 6∈ Di. For the first case
(t ∈ T (U)), Di and D′j are not compatible and can not be integrated. This is
because Di explicitly rules out t while D′j explicitly includes it. On the other
hand, for the second case (t 6∈ T (U)), Di and D′j can be integrated since Di can
accept t as a valid tuple. The following example from [28] demonstrates the above
observations.
Example 1 Andy and Jane are talking about fellow student Bob. Andy says “I
am taking three courses, CS100, CS101, and CS102, and Bob is in one of CS100
or CS101 (but not both).” Jane says “I am taking CS101 and CSC102 and Bob is
in one of them (but not both).” These statements are represented by the possible-
world relations shown in Figure 1. But Andy’s tuple-set contains (Bob, CS102)
hence, his statement also implies that Bob can not be in CS102. So the result of
integration is that Bob is taking CS101, shown in Figure 1.
Bob CS100
Bob CS101
Andy
Bob CS101
Bob CS102
Jane
Bob CS101
Integration
Figure 1: Possible-world relations of sources S1 (Andy), S2 (Jane), and integra-
tion result (Case 1)
Note that if Andy’s tuple set did not contain (Bob, CS102), i.e., if he was
taking only CS100 and CS101 and had noticed Bob in one of them, then his
possible-world relations would still be the same. But the result of integration
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in this case would contain a second possibility that Bob is taking both CS100 and
CS102. This case is shown in Figure 2.
Bob CS100
Bob CS101
Andy
Bob CS101
Bob CS102
Jane
Bob CS101
Bob CS100
Bob CS102
Integration
Figure 2: Possible-world relations of sources S1 (Andy), S2 (Jane), and integra-
tion result (Case 2)
2.1 Integration Algorithm for Uncertain Data Represented in
the Possible-Worlds Model
Let S and S ′ be information sources with possible worlds {D1, . . . , Dn} and
{D′1, . . . , D′n′}, respectively. Let T and T ′ be the tuple-sets of S and S ′. We
need the following definition.
Definition 2 A pair of possible-world relations Di and D′j are compatible if for
each tuple t ∈ T ∩ T ′ either both Di and Dj contain t (i.e., t ∈ Di and t ∈ D′j),
or neither Di nor D′j contain t (i.e., t 6∈ Di and t 6∈ D′j). Otherwise Di and D′j
are not compatible.
Given information sources S and S ′, the integration algorithm (Algorithm 1)
considers all possible-world pairs from the two sources. If they are compatible,
their union forms a possible-world of the integration.
Example 2 In Example 1, the tuple sets for the two sources (Andy and Jane) are
{(Bob,CS100), (Bob,CS101), (Bob,CS102)} and {(Bob,CS101), (Bob,CS102)},
respectively. It is easy to verify that in this case the only compatible pair of
possible-world relations are the second relation of Andy and the first relation of
Jane (See Figure 1). Hence, the integration result is {(Bob,CS101)} as shown in
Figure 1.
For case 2, the only difference is that the tuple set for Andy is {(Bob,CS100),
(Bob,CS101)}. Hence there are two pairs of compatible possible-world relations:
In addition to second relation of Andy and first relation of Jane being compatible,
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Algorithm 1: Integration of uncertain data represented in the possible-
worlds model
Given information sources S and S′ with possible worlds {D1, . . . , Dn} and
{D′1, . . . , D′n′} and tuple sets T and T ′
For every pair of possible-world relations Di ∈ S,D′j ∈ S′
if Di and D′j are compatible then let Qij = Di ∪D′j
end
The possible-worlds model of the result of integrating S and S′ has the tuple set
T ∪ T ′, and the set of possible-world relations Qij for every compatible pair Di
and D′j .
we also have first relation of Andy compatible with second relation of Jane. This
results in two possible-world relations in the integration: {(Bob,CS101)} and
{(Bob,CS100), (Bob,CSC102)} as shown in Figure 2.
A logic-based approach to the representation and integration of uncertain data
in the possible-world model was presented in [28], and shown to be equivalent
to the superset-containment-based integration of [2]. It is easy to show the above
algorithm is equivalent to the logic-based and superset-containment-based inte-
gration.
2.2 Compact Representation of Uncertain Data
A number of models have been proposed for the representation of uncertain in-
formation such as the “maybe” tuples model [9, 21, 22, 23], set of alternatives
or block-independent disjoint model (BID) [5, 6, 13], the probabilistic relation
model [11, 12], and the U-relational database model [3]. We have chosen the
probabilistic relation model as a compact representation of uncertain data for the
integration of uncertain data [7]. Intuitively, this representation is based on the
relational model where each tuple t is associated with a propositional logic for-
mula f(t) (called an event in [11].) The Boolean variables in the formulas are
called event variables. A probabilistic relation r represents the set of possible-
world relations corresponding to truth assignments to the set of event variables. A
truth assignment µ defines a possible-world relation rµ = {t | t ∈ r and f(t) =
true under µ}.
Example 3 Probabilistic relations for the possible-worlds shown in Figure 1 (Andy
and Jane Case 1) are shown in Figure 3.
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Bob CS100 x
Bob CS101 ¬x
Bob CS102 false
Andy
Bob CS101 y
Bob CS102 ¬y
Jane
Figure 3: Probabilistic relations of sources S1 (Andy) and S2 (Jane) (Case 1)
2.3 Integration of Uncertain Data Represented in the Proba-
bilistic Relation Model
As mentioned earlier, for efficiency reasons a compact representation of uncertain
data is utilized in practice. We will summarize an algorithm for the integration of
uncertain data represented in the probabilistic relation model from [7]. First we
need the following definition from [7].
Definition 3 An extended probabilistic relation is a probabilistic relation with a
set of event constraints. Each event constraint is a propositional formula in event
variables.
Semantics of an extended probabilistic relation is similar to that of proba-
bilistic relation, with the exception that only truth assignments that satisfy event
constraints are considered. More specifically, A truth assignment µ to event vari-
ables is valid if it satisfies all event constraints. A valid truth assignment µ defines
a relation instance rµ = {t | t ∈ r and f(t) = true under µ}, where f(t) is the
event formula associated with tuple t in r. The extended probabilistic relation
r represents the set of relations, called its possible-world set, defined by the set
of all valid truth assignments to the event variables. We will use abbreviations
pr-relation and epr-relation for probabilistic relation and extended probabilistic
relation henceforth.
Given information sources S and S ′, let r and r′ be the pr-relations that rep-
resent the data in S and S ′, respectively. We represent a tuple in a pr-relation as
t@f , where t is the pure tuple, and f is the propositional event formula associated
with t. Let r = {t1@f1, . . . , tn@fn}, where fi is the event formula associated with
the tuple ti. Similarly, let r′ = {u1@g1 . . . , um@gm}. We assume the set of event
variables of r (i.e., event variables appearing in formulas f1, . . . , fn) and those of
r′ (i.e., event variables appearing in formulas g1, . . . , gm) to be disjoint. If not, a
simple renaming can be used to make the two sets disjoint. r and r′ can have zero
or more common tuples. Assume, without loss of generality, that r and r′ have p
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tuples in common, 0 ≤ p ≤ min(n,m), t1 = u1, . . . , tp = up. The integration
algorithm is represented in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, fi ≡ gi is equivalent to
the logical formula (fi → gi) ∧ (gi → fi). We will use the notation q = r unionmulti s to
mean that q is the epr-relation that is the result of integration of pr-relations r and
s.
Algorithm 2: Integration of uncertain data represented by probabilistic re-
lations
Given information sources S and S′, let r and r′ be the pr-relations that represent
the data in S and S′ as above. The result of integration of S and S′ is represented
by an epr-relation q obtained as follows:
• Copy to q the tuples in r that are not in common with r′, that is,
tp+1@fp+1, . . . , tn@fn.
• Copy to q the tuples in r′ that are not in common with r, that is,
up+1@gp+1, . . . , um@gm.
• For each of the p common tuples, copy to q the tuple either from r or from r′.
• For each of the p common tuples, add a constraint fi ≡ gi, i = 1, . . . , p, to the set
of event constraints of q.
It has been shown in [7] that Algorithm 2 is correct. That is, when q = r unionmulti r′
is obtained by this algorithm, then the possible-worlds of q coincide with the
possible-worlds obtained by integrating possible-worlds of r and r′ by Algo-
rithm 1.
The complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n log n), where n is the size of input (pr-
relations of the sources). While the complexity of the possible-worlds integration
algorithm (Algorithm 1) is quadratic in the size of its input (possible-world re-
lations of the sources) which itself can be exponential in the size of the input of
Algorithm 2.
Example 4 Consider the pr-relations for Andy and Jane shown in Figure 3. We
obtain the epr-relation of Figure 4 as the result of the integration. There are two
event constraints in this epr-relation, shown below the tuples. The two sources
have tuples (Bob,CS101) and (Bob,CS102) in common. The algorithm allows
copying these tuples from either relation. In Figure 4 we have copied them from
Jane’s pr-relation. It is easy to verify that the only valid truth assignment to event
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variables for this epr-relation is x = false, y = true. The possible-world rela-
tion corresponding to this valid truth assignment contains one tuple, (Bob,CS101)
which is the same as the integration result shown in Figure 1.
Bob CS100 x
Bob CS101 y
Bob CS102 ¬y
¬x ≡ y
false ≡ ¬y
Figure 4: Extended probabilistic relation of the integration of source S1 (Andy)
and S2 (Jane)
3 Integration of Probabilistic Uncertain Data
3.1 Models of Probabilistic Uncertain Data
Both possible-worlds model and probabilistic relation model can be enhanced to
represent probabilistic uncertain data:
Definition 4 A probabilistic uncertain database U consists of a finite set of tuples
T (U) and a nonempty set of possible worlds PW (U) = {D1, . . . , Dn}, where
each Di ⊆ T (U) is a certain database. Each possible world Di has a probability
0 < P (Di) ≤ 1 associated with it, such that
∑n
i=1 P (Di) = 1.
A probabilistic relation can represent probabilistic uncertain database by as-
sociating probabilities with event variables. Let r = {t1@f1, . . . , tn@fn} be
a pr-relation. We can compute the probabilities associated with possible-world
relations represented by r as follows. Let V = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} be the set of
event variables of r. Note that event variables are considered to be indepen-
dent. Let µ be a truth assignment to event variables. µ defines a relation instance
rµ = {ti | ti ∈ r and fi = true under µ}. The probability associated with rµ is∏
µ(aj)=true
P (aj)
∏
µ(aj)=false
(1− P (aj)) (1)
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A possible-world relation ri of r can result from multiple truth assignments to
event variables, in which case the probability of ri, P (ri) is the sum of probabili-
ties of rµ for all truth assignments µ that generate ri.
Our goal is to integrate information from sources containing probabilistic un-
certain data, and to compute the probability distribution of the possible-worlds of
the result of the integration. It has been shown that, in general, exact probabilities
of the result of integration can not be obtained [28]. Rather, only a range of prob-
abilities can be computed for each possible world in the integration. In this paper,
we show that, under intuitive and reasonable assumptions, it is possible to obtain
exact probabilities for the result of integration.
It is important to note that Equation 1 is valid only when event variables are
independent. But we will see in the next section that this independence assump-
tion no longer holds for extended probabilistic relations. So, we are not able to
use Equation 1 for epr-relations.
3.2 Integration in the Probabilistic Possible-Worlds Framework
A number of observations were made in [28] regarding integration of uncertain
data represented in the probabilistic possible-worlds model that are relevant to
this work. We summarize these observations below.
Let S and S ′ be sources with possible worlds {D1, . . . , Dn} and {D′1, . . . , D′n′},
respectively. Consider the bi-partite graph G defined by the relation (Di, D′j): Di
and D′j are compatible (See Definition 2 for compatible possible world relations).
The graph G is called the compatibility graph for sources S and S ′: There is an
edge between Di and D′j if they are compatible. It has been shown that [28]
• Each connected component of G is a complete bipartite graph.
• Let H be a connected component of G. Then∑
Di∈H
P (Di) =
∑
D′j∈H
P (D′j)
These conditions have been called probabilistic constraints in [28].
Example 5 Consider the possible worlds of information sources S and S ′ shown
in Figures 5 and 6.
The compatibility bipartite graph G for the possible-world relations of these
sources is shown in Figure 7. Note that we have P (D1) + P (D2) = P (D′1) +
P (D′2) and P (D3) = P (D
′
3) + P (D
′
4) by the probabilistic constraints.
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student course
Bob CS100
D1
student course
Bob CS100
Bob CS101
D2
student course
Bob CS101
D3
Figure 5: Possible Worlds of source S
student course
Bob CS100
D’1
student course
Bob CS100
Bob CS201
D’2
student course
Bob CS201
D’3
student course
Bob CS201
Bob CS202
D’4
Figure 6: Possible Worlds of source S ′
Let us concentrate on the top connected component portion of the compatibil-
ity bipartite graph G shown in Figure 7. This connected component gives rise to 4
possible worlds corresponding to D1 ∧D′1, D1 ∧D′2, D2 ∧D′1, and D2 ∧D′2. We
want to compute the probabilities of these possible-world relations, P (D1 ∧D′1),
P (D1 ∧D′2), P (D2 ∧D′1), and P (D2 ∧D′2), given the probability distribution of
the possible worlds of the sources, P (D1), P (D2), P (D′1), p(D
′
2).
We have four unknowns. We can write the following four equations:
P (D1 ∧D′1) + P (D1 ∧D′2) = P (D1),
P (D2 ∧D′1) + P (D2 ∧D′2) = P (D2),
P (D1 ∧D′1) + P (D2 ∧D′1) = P (D′1),
P (D1 ∧D′2) + P (D2 ∧D′2) = P (D′2).
But, unfortunately, these equations are not independent. Note that the prob-
abilistic constraint requires that P (D1) + P (D2) = P (D′1) + P (D
′
2). Hence,
any one of the 4 equations can be obtained from the rest using the probabilistic
constraint. Hence we can only compute a probability range for each of these four
possible-world relation.
So, how can we obtain exact probabilities for the possible-world relations of
an integration? We make the following partial independence assumption.
3.3 Partial Independence Assumption
The only dependencies among the probabilities of possible-world relations are
those induced by probabilistic constraints.
Armed with this intuitive and reasonable assumption, we are able to compute
exact probabilities for the result of an integration.
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Figure 7: Compatibility Graph for Example 7
Example 6 Consider again the top connected component in the compatibility
graph of Example 5. The structure of the graph tells us that if we have the ev-
idence that the correct database of the first source S is D1, then we know the
correct database of the second source S ′ is either D′1 or D
′
2. Similarly, if we have
the evidence that the correct database of the first source S is D2, then we know
the correct database of the second source S ′ is either D′1 or D
′
2. But, by the par-
tial independence assumption, the knowledge of D1 or D2 does not influence the
probability of D′1. In other words, P (D
′
1 | D1) is equal to P (D′1 | D2). Since
P (D′1 ∧D1) = P (D′1 | D1)P (D1) and P (D′1 ∧D2) = P (D′1 | D2)P (D2) we get
P (D1 ∧D′1)
P (D2 ∧D′1)
=
P (D1)
P (D2)
This serves as an additional equation that enables us to solve for the 4 unknowns.
We get:
P (D1 ∧D′1) = P (D1)P (D′1)/(P (D1) + P (D2))
P (D2 ∧D′1) = P (D2)P (D′1)/(P (D1) + P (D2))
P (D1 ∧D′2) = P (D1)P (D′2)/(P (D1) + P (D2))
P (D2 ∧D′2) = P (D2)P (D′2)/(P (D1) + P (D2))
The observations of the above example can be generalized. Let S1 and S2
contain information in probabilistic possible-worlds model. Consider a connected
componentG1 of the compatibility bipartite graphG of S1 and S2. LetD1, . . . , Dm
and D′1, . . . , D
′
m′ be the nodes of G1 corresponding to possible worlds of S1 and
S2, respectively. We can write the following m+m′ equations:
m′∑
j=1
P (Di ∧D′j) = P (Di), i = 1, . . . ,m
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and
m∑
i=1
P (Di ∧D′j) = P (D′j), j = 1, . . . ,m′
But m+m′ − 1 of these equations are independent. Any one can be obtained
from the rest using the probabilistic constraint
m∑
i=1
P (Di) =
m′∑
j=1
P (D′j)
On the other hand, we have m × m′ unknowns P (Di ∧ D′j), i = 1, . . . ,m, j =
1, . . . ,m′. Additional equations are obtained from the independence assumption
P (D1 ∧D′j)
P (Di ∧D′j)
=
P (D1)
P (Di)
It can be shown that (m − 1) × (m′ − 1) of these equations are independent.
Together with the m + m′ − 1 equations of the first group we have the needed
m×m′ equations to solve for the unknowns. The solutions are,
P (Di ∧D′j) =
P (Di)P (D
′
j)
P
where P is the probabilistic constraint constant
P =
m∑
i=1
P (Di) =
m′∑
j=1
P (D′j)
4 Integration in the Probabilistic Relation Frame-
work
In the previous section we presented an approach for the integration of poroba-
bilistic uncertain data in the probabilistic possible-worlds framework. As men-
tioned earlier, the possible-worlds framework is not suitable for practical applica-
tions. The size of the input, namely the possible-worlds relations, can be exponen-
tial in the size of the equivalent representation in the probabilistic relation frame-
work. Further, we have a very efficient integration algorithm in the pr-relation
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framework. In this and next sections we concentrate on the problem of determin-
ing the probability distribution for the integration result in the pr-relation frame-
work.
The integration algorithm in the pr-relation framework produces an extended
pr-relation (Algorithm 2). If the uncertain data is probabilistic, our task is to
dtermine the probability distribution for the result of the integration, namely, an
extended pr-relation. This problem was easy for pure pr-relations: Event vari-
ables have probabilities associated with them, and probability distribution of the
possible-worlds represneted by a pr-relation can be determined using the inde-
pendence assumption for event variables, as discussed in Section 3.1. But the
independence assumption is no longer valid for extended pr-relaitons. Indeed, if
we assume event variables are independent, the sum of the probailities calculated
for the possible-worlds of an epr-relation is not equal to 1. Intuitively, this is due
to the fact that only valid truth assignments, those that satisfy the constraints, are
taken into account.
The problem of determining the probabilities for epr-relations in general re-
mains open. But we will concentrate on the subclass of interest, those epr-relations
that can be obtained through integration. In this section we present the subclass
of integrated epr-relations and present their properties. Then in the next section
we discuss how to determine the probability distribution for this subclass.
This section contains discussions of theoretical nature, with relatively long and
complicated proofs of theorems. But we need this discussion to address efficient
integration of probabilistic uncertain data in the pr-relation framework. Proofs of
the results in this section are presented in the Appendix.
4.1 Integrated Extended Probabilistic Relations
While probability computation is straightforward for pr-relations, we do not have
a general approach for probability computation for epr-relations. We will con-
centrate on a subclass of epr-relations: those that can be obtained as the result of
integrating information sources. For data integration applications, this is the only
class of epr-relations that are of interest to us.
Definition 5 Given an extended probabilistic relation q, we say q is integrated if
a pair of non-empty pr-relations r and s exists such that q = r unionmulti s.
First, we will present sufficient conditions for an epr-relation to be obtainable
by integrating two information sources.
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Theorem 1 Let q = {t1@f1, . . . , tn@fn} be an epr-relation, with the set of event
constraints fi ≡ gi, i = 1, . . . , k. If a partition (V,W ) of event variables of q
exists such that
1. For each tuple t@f ∈ q, all event vaiables appearing in f are in V or all
are in W .
2. For each event constraint f ≡ g of q, all event variables appearing in f are
in V and all event variables appearing in g are in W , or vice versa.
3. For each event constraint f ≡ g of q, there is a unique tuple t such that
t@f ∈ q or t@g ∈ q.
then q is integrated.
Proof. Please see the Appendix.
4.2 Equivalence of pr-relation Pairs
For an integrated epr-relation q, there may exist multiple pr-relation pairs (r1, s1),
(r2, s2), . . . , (rk, sk) that can integrate to generate q. That is, q = ri unionmulti si, i =
1, . . . , k. An example is presented in the Appendix (Example 8, see Figures 11,
12 and 13.) We will show that all of these pairs are equivalent in probabilistic
integration, in the sense that they generate exactly the same possible-worlds re-
lations in the integration, with exactly the same probabilities. This result is quite
important. It shows that the notion of integrated epr-relation is well-defined, in the
sense that if an integrated epr-relation q can be obtained by integrating alternative
pr-relation pairs, all these integrations result in the same probabilistic uncertain
database instance. Our approach is as follows:
• We associate a propositional formula with each possible world relation ri
of a pr-relation or epr-relation r that represents a probabilistic uncertain
database. We call this formula the event variable formula corresponding to
the possible world relation ri.
• We give an alternative possible-worlds integration algorithm in terms of the
event variable formulas associated with the possible-world relations of the
two sources.
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• We show that, for an epr-relation q that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1
and all pr-relation pairs (r, s) that generate q by integration as obtained by
Algorithm 3 (presented in the Appendix), the event variable formulas of the
possible-world relations of q are equivalent. Hence, showing the equiva-
lence of possible-world relation set and their probability distribution.
Definition 6 Let r = {t1@f1, . . . , tn@fn} be a pr-relation, and let T = {t1, . . . , tn}
be the tuple-set of r. Consider a (regular) relation ri ⊆ T . The formula
ϕi =
∧
tk∈ri
fk
∧
tk 6∈ri
¬fk
is called the event-variable formula of ri.
It is easy to verify the following observations:
• Let r be a pr-relation with tuple-set T , and ri ⊆ T be a possible-world
relation of r, ri ∈ PW (r). Let V be the set of event variables of r. The
event variable formula ϕi is true for truth assignments to event variables in
V that yield the possible world ri and false for all other truth assignments
to event variables in V .
• Let r, T , and V be as above. Consider a relation ri ⊆ T that is not in the
possible-world relations of r, ri 6∈ PW (r). Then the event variable formula
ϕi is a contradiction (that is, ϕi is false for all truth assignments to event
variables in V .)
We can extend the definition of event variable formulas for epr-relations, tak-
ing into account the event constraints. The observations listed above hold for the
following definition.
Definition 7 Let r = {t1@f1, . . . , tn@fn} be an epr-relation. Let T = {t1, . . . , tn}
be the tuple-set of r, and c1, . . . , cm be the event constraints of r. Let C =
c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cm. Consider a (regular) relation ri ⊆ T . The formula
ϕi = C ∧
∧
tk∈ri
fk
∧
tk 6∈ri
¬fk
is called the event-variable formula of ri.
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4.2.1 Event-Variable Formulas for the Integration of pr-relations
Consider sources whose uncertain information is represented by pr-relations r and
s. We can show that event variable formulas of the possible-worlds relations of
the integration of r and s can be obtained as the conjunction of the event variable
formulas of the possible-worlds relations of r and s. First we prove the following
Lemma.
Lemma 1 Consider pr-relations r = {t1@f1, . . . , tn@fn} and s = {u1@g1, . . . , um@gm}.
Let V and W be the set of event variable in r and s, respectively. Without loss of
generality, assume V ∩W = φ. If not, a simple renaming can be used to make
them disjoint. Let q = r unionmulti s be the epr-relation obtained by the integration Algo-
rithm 2. Let ri ∈ PW (r) and sj ∈ PW (s) with event-variable formulas ϕi and
ψj , respectively. Let ξ = ϕi ∧ ψj , and µ be a truth assignment to variables in
V ∪W . Then if ri and sj are compatible, and if ξ is true under µ, then µ is a valid
truth assignment for q. That is, all event constraints of q are satisfied under µ.
Proof. Please see the Appendix.
Theorem 2 Let r, s, ri, sj , ϕi, ψj , ξ, and µ be as defined in Lemma 1. Then ξ is
the event-variable formula associated with possible-world relation qij = ri ∪ sj
of epr-relation q = r unionmulti s.
Proof. Please see the Appendix.
4.2.2 Robustness Theorem
Now we address the central problem of integrated epr-relations. Let q be an epr-
relation that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Consider pr-relation pairs (r, s)
and (r′, s′) obtained by Algorithms 3 and 4 (presented in the Appendix) such that
q = r unionmulti s and q = r′ unionmulti s′. We will show that the event-variable formulas obtained
for possible-world relations of q through integration of r and s are equivalent to
the event-variable formulas obtained through integration of r′ and s′.
First, we make a few observations about the partition algorithm, Algorithm 4.
• The difference in alternative pr-relations r and r′ (and s and s′) obtained by
Algorithm 4 come from the set of unlabeled nodes X . If X is empty, then
the algorithm generates a unique pr-relation pair. Otherwise, we are free to
partition X into X1 and X2 and add the corresponding event variables to V1
and W1. As a result, we can obtain multiple pr-relation pairs.
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• The edges in graph H result from event constraints of q. If a node A in H
does not have any incident edges, then none of the event variables repre-
sented by A appear in an event constraint. Recall that the set X consists
exactly of these nodes with no edges.
• Let q = {v1@h1, . . . , vn@hn}, and assume event variables of some hi be-
long to a node A in X . Note that all of the event variable in an hi should
belong to the same node A by Step 1 of the algorithm. Then the difference
between r and r′ (and s and s′) correspond to such tuples vi@hi. That is,
we may have vi@hi ∈ r, but vi@hi 6∈ r′, while vi@hi 6∈ s, but vi@hi ∈ s′.
We will concentrate on the case where r and r′ (and s and s′) differ in a single
tuple. We call this a single-tuple transformation. We show, for single-tuple trans-
formation, the event-variable formulas generated for the possible-worlds relations
of q through integration of r and s are equivalent with the formulas generated
through integration of r′ and s′. The general case, where r and r′ (and, accord-
ingly, s and s′) differ in multiple tuples, can be obtained by multiple single-tuple
transformations. The event-variable formulas for the possible-worlds relations of
q remain equivalent for each single-tuple transformation, and hence for the overall
transformation.
Theorem 3 Let q be an epr-relation that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.
Consider pr-relation pairs (r, s) and (r′, s′) obtained by Algorithms 3 and 4 such
that q = runionmultis and q = r′unionmultis′. Further, assume r and r′ (accordingly, s and s′) differ
in a single tuple. Then the event-variable formulas obtained for possible-world
relations of q through integration of r and s are equivalent to the event-variable
formulas obtained through integration of r′ and s′.
Proof. Please see the Appendix.
5 Integration in the Probabilistic Relation Frame-
work – Determining Probabilities
While probability computation is straightforward for pr-relations, we do not have
a general approach for probability computation for epr-relations. The reason is
that we can no longer assume event variables are independent. Event constraints
impose certain dependencies among event variables. In fact, it has been shown
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that determining exact probabilities of the result of integration is possible only
if we know the correlation between the sources. Otherwise, we can only obtain
probability ranges [28]. A similar observation has been noticed in the context of
probabilistic data exchange [17].
We show that under an intuitive and reasonable assumption regarding the cor-
relation of event variables of epr-relations we are able to compute the probabilities
of the result of integration.
5.1 Partial Independence Assumption for Extended Probabilis-
tic Relations
We make the following assumption: All event variables are independent except
for the relationships induced by the event constraints. In other words, the only
correlations between event variables are those resulting from event constraints.
The following example demonstrates how this intuitive and reasonable as-
sumption enables us to compute the probability distribution of an integration.
Example 7 Consider the possible worlds of information sources S and S ′ from
Example 5, shown in Figures 5 and 6. Assume the probability distributions are
P (D1) = 0.3, P (D2) = 0.5, P (D3) = 0.2, P (D′1) = 0.35, P (D
′
2) = 0.45,
P (D′3) = 0.05, and P (D
′
4) = 0.15.
Algorithms for producing pr-relations for uncertain probabilistic databases
have been presented in [7, 12]. We have used the algorithm of [7] to obtain
the pr-relations r1 and r2 of Figure 8 for the uncertain probabilistic database of
Figures 5 and 6. Probabilities of the event variables are also computed by the
algorithm and are: P (b1) = 0.35, P (b2) = 913 , P (b3) = 0.25, P (c1) = 0.2, and
P (c2) = 0.625.
student course E
Bob CS100 ¬c1
Bob CS101 c1 ∨ c2
pr-relation r1
student course E
Bob CS100 b1 ∨ b2
Bob CS201 ¬b1
Bob CS202 ¬b1 ∧ ¬b2 ∧ ¬b3
pr-relation r2
Figure 8: pr-relations for sources S and S ′
The result of integration is the epr-relation of Figure 9, obtained using Algo-
rithm 2. The possible-worlds relations of this epr-relation are shown in Figure 10.
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student course E
Bob CS100 ¬c1
Bob CS101 c1 ∨ c2
Bob CS201 ¬b1
Bob CS202 ¬b1 ∧ ¬b2 ∧ ¬b3
¬c1 ≡ b1 ∨ b2
epr-relation q = r1 unionmulti r2
Figure 9: Extended Probabilistic relation for the integration of sources S and S ′
student course
Bob CS100
(D1,D’1)
student course
Bob CS100
Bob CS201
(D1,D’2)
student course
Bob CS100
Bob CS101
(D2,D’1)
student course
Bob CS100
Bob CS101
Bob CS201
(D2,D’2)
student course
Bob CS101
Bob CS201
(D3,D’3)
student course
Bob CS101
Bob CS201
Bob CS202
(D3,D’4)
Figure 10: Possible-world relations of the result of integration of sources S and
S ′
How can we calculate the probability distribution of the result of integration
(possible-world relations of Figure 10)? The event-variable formulas for the 6
possible-world relations of the integration in this case are:
¬c1 ∧ ¬c2 ∧ b1
¬c1 ∧ ¬c2 ∧ ¬b1 ∧ b2
¬c1 ∧ c2 ∧ b1
¬c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ¬b1 ∧ b2
c1 ∧ ¬b1 ∧ ¬b2 ∧ b3
c1 ∧ ¬b1 ∧ ¬b2 ∧ b3
By the partial independence assumption event variables are independent except
for the relationships induced by the event constraints. The constraint¬c1 ≡ b1∨b2
induces a relationship between c1 on one hand, and b1 and b2 on the other. The rest
are still independent. So, for example, c1 and c2 are independent, and so are c2 and
b1; etc... In particular, b1 and b2 are also independent. To compute the probability
associated with an event-variable formula, we rewrite the formula so that it only
contains mutually independent event variables. For example, ¬c1 ∧ ¬c2 ∧ b1 is
simplified to ¬c2 ∧ b1 using the equivalence ¬c1 ≡ b1 ∨ b2. Then we are able to
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compute the probabilities. In this example, we obtain the following probabilities
for the 6 possible-world relations: 0.13125, 0.16875, 0.21875, 0.28125, 0.05, and
0.15.
Let us compare this approach with the integration in the probabilistic possible-
worlds framework (Section 3.3). It is easy to verify that the probabilistic distri-
bution of the result of the integration computed by the formula P (Di ∧ D′j) =
P (Di)P (Dj)/P is exctly the same as the distribution obtained above. For ex-
ample, the probability of the possible world corresponding to (D1, D′1) is 0.3 ×
0.35/(0.3 + 0.5) = 0.13125.
5.2 Equivalence of Integration in the Two Frameworks
We studied the problem of computing the probability distribution of the result of
integration of probabilistic uncertain data using two main approaches: (i) the prob-
abilistic possible-worlds model approach and (ii) the probabilistic and extended
probabilistic relation model approach. The possible-worlds model is the accepted
theoretical basis for uncertain data. But it is not practical for representation and
integration due to exponential size. On the other hand, the probabilistic and ex-
tended probabilistic relation models are compact and highly efficient approaches
to probabilistic uncertain information representation and integration.
• In the first approach, we made the partial-independence assumption that the
only dependencies among the possible-worlds of the sources are those in-
duced by probabilistic constraints. Using this assumption, we could obtain
a relatively simple formula for the computation of probabilities for the result
of integration.
• In the second approach, we made the partial-independence assumption that
the only dependencies among event variables of the pr-relations are those
induced by event constraints. Using this assumption, we could obtain prob-
abilities for the result of integration. Our results regarding different (but
equivalent) pr-relation pairs for the sources play a key role in making the
probability computation possible.
• The two approaches are closely related. In fact, event constraints of the
epr-relation that represents the result of integration enforce the probabilistic
constraints on the possible-worlds of the sources. The independence as-
sumption regarding possible-worlds of the two sources, except only when
induced by probabilistic constraints, is closely related to the independence
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assumption regarding the event variables of the two pr-relations, except only
when induced by the event constraints. We can consider the two approaches
equivalent, except they operate in different frameworks, one in the possible-
worlds framework, the other in the pr-relations framework.
• The important difference in the two approaches is the efficiency: While the
possible-worlds framework is not practical for integration due to exponen-
tial size, the pr- and epr-relation framework is a compact and highly efficient
approach to probabilistic uncertain information representation and integra-
tion.
6 Conclusion
We focused on data integration from sources containing probabilistic uncertain
information, in particular, on computing the probability distribution of the re-
sult of integration. We presented integration algorithms for data represented in
two frameworks: The probabilistic possible-worlds model and the probabilistic
relation model. In the latter case the result of integration is represented by an
extended probabilistic relation. We introduced an important subclass of this ex-
tended model, namely, those epr-relations that result from integration of uncertain
information. Alternative approaches to the computation of the probability distri-
bution were presented in the two frameworks, and shown to be equivalent.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1.
We will show that if conditions of Theorem 1 hold, Algorithm 3 can be used
to produce pr-relations r and s such that q ≡ r unionmulti s. Step 1 of the algorithm
partitions the tuples of q onto pr-relations r and s. By condition 1 of Theorem 1,
this partition is well-defined. Step 2 of the algorithm adds more tuples to r and/or
s to complete the construction.
Algorithm 3: Obtaining pr-relations r and s such that q = r unionmulti s
Let E(f) represent the set of event variables of a formula f .
1. Partition tuples of q as follows. Let r = {t@f ∈ q | E(f) ⊆ V } and
s = {t@f ∈ q | E(f) ⊆W}.
2. For each constraint f ≡ g of q, if t@f ∈ r (or t@f ∈ s), then add t@g to s (or to
r), or if t@g ∈ r (or t@g ∈ s), then add t@f to s (or to r).
Next, we should show that given epr-relation q, pr-relations r and s produced
by Algorithm 3 satisfy r unionmulti s ≡ q. Assume r unionmulti s = q′. We will first verify that
q′ has the same set of event constraints as q. For each constraint f ≡ g in q, by
Conditions 2 and 3 of the theorem, there is a unique tuple t@f or t@g in q. Hence,
by step 1 of the construction algorithm, t@f or t@g is in r or s. Without loss of
generality, assume t@f ∈ r. Step 2 of the construction algorithm adds t@g to s.
Then the integration algorithm (Algorithm 2) generates f ≡ g for q′ = r unionmulti s.
Finally, we should show that q′ has the same (or equivalent) set of tuples as
q. By Algorithm 3, for all t@f ∈ q, either t@f ∈ r or t@f ∈ s. Then, by the
integration algorithm, either t@f ∈ q′ or t@g ∈ q′ for some g that is equivalent to
f , g ≡ f . It follows that set of tuples of q′ and q are equivalent. Example 8 given
further below demonstrates Algorithm 3.
Given an epr-relation q how can we determine whether it satisfies the condi-
tions of Theorem 1? Condition 3 of the theorem can be checked easily. Algo-
rithm 4, presented below, can be used to determine if an epr-relation q satisfies
conditions 1 and 2, and also produce the partitions (V,W ) of event variables of q
according to Theorem 1.
Algorithm 4 works in two steps: In the first step, sets of event variables that
should appear together (in V or in W ) are identified. At the end of this step, each
set A1, A2, . . . contains a set of event variables that must appear together.
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Algorithm 4: Partition
Given extended probabilistic relation q with constraints fi ≡ gi,
i = 1, . . . , p, and tuples {v1@h1, . . . , vl@hl}, let E(q) be the set of event
variables appearing in q.
Initialization: For each event variable e ∈ E(q), construct a (singleton)
event-variable set containing e.
Step 1
foreach hi, i = 1, . . . , l and each pair (e, e′) of event variables appearing
in hi do
Let A and A′ be the event variable sets containing e and e′ (that is,
e ∈ A and e′ ∈ A′);
Replace A and A′ with A ∪ A′.;
end
Do the same for each fi and for each gi, i = 1, . . . , p.
Let A1, A2, . . . be the sets of event variables obtained.
Step 2
Construct a graph H as follows: Nodes of H correspond to A1, A2, . . ..
There is an edge between Ai and Aj if there are event variables e ∈ Ai and
e′ ∈ Aj and q has a constraint f ≡ g with e ∈ E(f) and e′ ∈ E(g), or
vice-versa.
repeat
Start with a (randomly chosen) node A in a (randomly chosen)
connected component of H and label it V
foreach Node A do
if A is labeled V then label all nodes connected to A by W ;
if A is labeled W then label all nodes connected to A by V
end
until all nodes in connected components are labeled;
If a node is labeled both V and W then return failure: q does not satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 1. Else
Let V1 be the set of event variables of all nodes labeled V , W1 be the set of
event variables of all nodes labeled W , and X be the set of unlabeled nodes
(if any). Partition X into X1 and X2 randomly. Let Y1 be the set of event
variables in X1 nodes, and Y2 be the set of event variables in X2 nodes.
Let V = V1 ∪ Y1 and W = W1 ∪ Y2.
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In the second step, it is determined whether it is possible to combine the event-
variable sets of step 1 into the partitions V and W that satisfy condition 2 of
Theorem 1. We construct a graph H where each node represents a set of event
variables Ai from Step 1. If a node Ai is connected to Aj in H , then the event
variables of Ai and those of Aj must belong to different partitions. The algorithm
labels nodes in the connected components of H . If the node Ai is connected to
Aj , they are labeled by different partitions. The labelling fails if a node must be
labeled both V and W . Otherwise it succeeds. At the end of labeling, nodes that
do not have an incident edge remain unlabeled. Event variables represented by
these nodes are free to be included in V or in W . As a result, multiple (V,W )
pairs are possible as shown in Example 8.
The complexities of Algorithms 3 and 4 are linear as each tuple of the input
epr-relation is examined once.
Example 8 Consider the epr-relation of Figure 11. Step 1 of Algorithm 4 pro-
duces event variable sets {a}, {b}, and {c, d}. The graph H of step 2 has only
one edge between (nodes representing) {a} and {c, d}. Step 2 labels {a} with V
and {c, d} with W , while {b} remains unlabeled. Hence, there are two ways to
obtain the partition for Theorem 1: by combining {b} with V ; or by combining
{b} with W . We obtain the two pairs V1 = {a, b}, W1 = {c, d}; and V2 = {a},
W2 = {b, c, d}. The resulting pr-relation pairs whose integration generates the
epr-relation of Figure 11 are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
Tuple E
t1 a
t2 b
t3 ¬c ∨ d
a ≡ c
Figure 11: epr-relation for Example 8
Tuple E
t1 a
t2 b
Tuple E
t1 c
t3 ¬c ∨ d
Figure 12: pr-relation pair for Example 8
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Tuple E
t1 a
Tuple E
t1 c
t2 b
t3 ¬c ∨ d
Figure 13: Alternative pr-relation pair for Example 8
Proof of Lemma 1.
Assume, without loss of generality, that r and s have p common regular tuples
tk = uk, k = 1, . . . , p. Then q = r unionmulti s has p event constraints fk ≡ gk, k =
1, . . . , p. Since ri and sj are compatible, then there is no tuple tk ∈ T (r) ∩ T (s)
such that tk ∈ ri and tk 6∈ sj or vice versa. Further, since ξ is true, then ϕi and ψj
are true. It follows that, for all tk ∈ T (r) ∩ T (s), either (1) tk ∈ ri and tk ∈ sj
and hence both fk and gk are true under truth assignment µ, or (2) tk 6∈ ri and
tk 6∈ sj and hence fk and gk are both false under truth assignment µ. Hence, all
event constraints fk ≡ gk, i = 1, . . . , p, are satisfied under µ.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Consider the truth assignment µ to event variables V ∪ W . By Lemma 1,
if ξ is true under µ, then µ is legal. Further, if ξ is true under µ, then so are
ϕi and ψj . Hence, fk is true for all tuples tk ∈ ri, and it is false for all tuples
tk ∈ (T (r) − ri). Similarly, gk is true for all tuples uk ∈ sj , and it is false for all
tuples uk ∈ (T (s) − sj). Consider a tuple v@h ∈ q = r unionmulti s. (Note that v@h is
either tk@fk or uk@gk by the integration Algorithm 2.) It is easy to see that h is
true under µ if and only if v ∈ ri ∪ sj . It follows that ξ is true for all valid truth
assignments that yield the possible world qij = ri∪sj , and, hence, ξ is (equivalent
to) the event-variable formula for qij .
Proof of Theorem 3.
Let r = {t1@f1, . . . , tn@fn} and s = {uq@g1, . . . , um@gm}. Let ri ∈ PW (r)
be compatible with sj ∈ PW (s). So, q will have a possible-world relation qij =
ri∪sj . Let event-variable formulas for ri and sj be ϕi and ψj , respectively. Hence,
the event-variable for qij is ψ = ϕi ∧ ψj as shown in Section 4.2.1.
Now consider the alternative pr-relation pair r′ and s′ that differ from r and s
in a single tuple, say v@h. That is, r contains v@h but r′ does not, while s does
not contain v@h but s′ does. Let’s consider how qij is obtained in the integration
of r′ and s′. We should have r′i ∈ PW (r′) and s′j ∈ PW (s′) that are compatible,
and qij = r′i ∪ s′j . We distinguish two cases, v ∈ qij and v 6∈ qij .
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Case 1: v ∈ qij . In this case v ∈ ri, v 6∈ sj while v 6∈ r′i, v ∈ s′j . The difference
between event-variable formulas ϕi (for ri) and ϕ′i (for r
′i) is only in the conjunct
h: ϕi has the conjunct, but ϕ′i does not. In other words, ϕi = ϕ
′
i ∧ h. Similarly,
we have ψ′j = ψj ∧ h, for s′j and sj . It follows that the event-variable formulas for
qij obtained by integrating r and s, namely, ϕi ∧ ψj is equivalent to the formula
obtained by integrating r′ and s′, namely, ϕ′i ∧ ψ′j .
Case 2: v 6∈ qij . In this case v is not in any of ri, sj , r′i, nor s′j . The difference
between event-variable formulas ϕi (for ri) and ϕ′i (for r
′i) is only in the conjunct
¬h: ϕi has the conjunct, but ϕ′i does not. This is due to the fact that v is in
the tuple-set of q, but it is not in ri. So, ϕi contains the conjunct ¬h. On the
other hand, v is not in the tuple-set of r′i. So, ϕ
′
i does not contain the conjunct.
Similarly, ψ′j contains the conjunct ¬h, while ψj does not. Again, it follows that
the event-variable formulas for qij obtained by integrating r and s, namely, ϕi∧ψj
is equivalent to the formula obtained by integrating r′ and s′, namely, ϕ′i ∧ ψ′j .
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